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COMPARISON OF TLD AIR KERMA MEASUREMENTS IN MAMMOGRAPHY

F. PERNICKA'
International Atornic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria

The mammography examination is usually targeted at asymptoinatic women so the narrow balance
between benefit and undesirable effects important. During the past few decades there have been
significant advances the equipment used for mammography. Even when the latest equipment and
imaging systems are used, there is considerable variation from centre-to-centre in the choice of
imaging parameters and techniques. There may be quite large differences in iage quality and breast
dose among the centres.

A Co-ordinated Research Programme on "Image quality and patient dose optimization in
mammography Eastern European Countries" was conducted by the LAEA, aiming at defining a
methodology for the implementation of a quality assurance (QA) programme in mammography and at
exercising the assessment of iage quality and patient doses in a sample of hospitals East European
countries. Selected mammography clinics fi7om Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and
Slovakia participate the p 'ect. The teams consisted of experienced clinicians and physicists. hey
were supported by a group of experts (clinicians and medical physicists) from France, Italy and Spain.
As an outcome of the project, improvements in these indicators (image quality and patient dose) after
the implementation of the QA programme are expected. A comparison of dosimetry systems has been
organized to assure that dosimetry measurements done the frame of the project are comparable and
traceable to the 'international measurement system. All five East European countries plus Spain took
part in the exercise. The thermoluminescent JL) method was selected for the comparison.

Any measurement to be meaningful has to be traceable to the international measurement system and
its uncertainty needs to be minimized. In order to provide comparison between various mammography
units, an uricertairity ± I % in measurement is sufficient I The European Protocol on Dosimetry in
Mammography 2] requires that the accuracy and precision of TL measurements of entrance surface
air kenna on patients and phantoms are both better tan ±10%. Ms criterion was selected as a
measure of a "good dosimetry performance" of the participants. hey were asked to calibrate their
TL dosirnetry systems in terms of air ken-na free-i-air as requested by the protocol and send four sets
of non-irradiated dosimeters to the MEA for the reference irradiation. One set consisted of three TL
chips or pellets enclosed in a sachet of a low attenuation material such as aluminized foil which was
heat sealed and coded. Three dosimetry sets were irradiated at the IAEA dosirnetry laboratory at
radiation qualities representing the mammography beams used in clinical practice 3]. One dositnetry
set was used to assess a contribution of various environmental factors to the measured signal.

The General Electric Senographe DMR unit is used to generate x-ray beams at the LAEA dosimetry
laboratory. The standard Radcal I X5-6M ionization chamber in connection with a Keithley 617
electrometer serves as a laboratory standard. It was calibrated at PTB (Genriany) and NIST (USA).
The x-ray machine output is monitored using a PT\V 30 363 transmission ionization chamber. The
uncertainty in measured air kenria for the reference beams is 16% (coverage factor k=2) A laser
and a telescope assure positioning of dosimeters on a calibration bench. Total 17 mammography beam
qualities were established at the la boratory 3 They are mainly used for calibration of national
standards from Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratories. The qualities selected for irradiation of
TL dosimeters, together with their parameters, are listed in Table .

The dosimeters were irradiated free-in-air. They were positioned in the middle of an alunlinium fi7ame
and fixed by a scotch tape. Dimensions of the frame were sufficient to prevent the x-rays from
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scattering from the metal. The TL holder replaced the standard ionization chamber and dosimeters
were exposed. Te value of air kenna used for the exposure of dosimeters 5-9 mGy) was calculated
from the measured signal of the monitor chamber corrected for pressure and temperature.

Table 1. Mammography X-ray beams used during TD intercomparison

Radiation Tube Added filtration di/2 Homogeneity
quality* potential coefficient'

[kV] Imml [mm All [All
MoMo-25 25 0.03 Mo 0.297 0.77
MoMo-28 28 0.03 Mo 0.328 0.78
MoMo-35 35 0.03 Mo 0.382 0.80

The beam codes are a combination of the chemical symbol of the anode and/or the filter material
followed by the potential of the tube in kilovolts.

"Homogeneity coefficient is defined s a ratio of the I't half-value layer to the 2 dhalf-value layer

The dosimeters were mailed to the participants for the evaluation together with the information about
irradiation conditions (irradiation geometry, x-ray target, filtration, kV, half value layer) excluding
values of reference air kerma (blind test) and data sheets. The participants were asked to evaluate the
dosimeters and report the measured values of air kerma to the LAEA.

The results of the comparison showed that about 70% of reported values of air kerma were outside of
acceptance limits ±10%. The analysis of comparisons showed that the main sources of discrepancies
were: () poor irradiation geometry (backscatter from a phantom and scattering from surrounding
materials), (h) application of inadequate methods for calibration (tungsten anode; comparison with a
response to various other radiations), and (iii) lack of traceability (expired calibration; not traceable to a
primary standard). The participants were given instructions on how to improve their dosimetry and the
follow up of the exercise was suggested.

The first follow up resulted in 2% of reported values of air kerma outside of ±10% margin. This is a
considerable improvement compared with the first run but it is also seen that the measurement
problems have not been completely corrected. The participants were individually consulted with the
aim to resolve the discrepancy. The second follow-up was organized that resulted in all measurements
within acceptance limits ±10%.

The exercise shows that to achieve required 10% accuracy in mammography measurements is not
an easy task. This may bc, true for the whole range of measurements in x-ray diagnostics. It is mainly
due to a lack of expertise in the measurement of these radiations and poor traceability of calibrations.
Many countries do not possess suitable standards. In a better case, the measuring instruments are
calibrated only from manufacturers, which is not sufficient. Number of studies aims at establishing
reference levels. They have important implications as regards the diagnostic practice. It is important
that the measurements that are a basis for their establishment are accurate.
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